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"One" from A CHORUS LINE | Lyric Video | Music by Marvin Hamlisch & Lyrics by Edward KlebanConnect with Marvin Hamlisch: 
 [BOYS] One singular sensation

ដើម្បីភ្ចាប់សេវាកម្ម Smart Tune បទនេះសូមធ្វើការផ្ញើសារជាលេខ 432020 
February 24, 2024
 [Verso 1: Vitória, Ana & Vitória] É tão singular

[Verso 1] Yo deliro tu rostro, yo deliro tu voz Y si cierro los ojos sigues alrededor Dejaste marcación aquí en mi habitación También etiquetaste este viejo corazón Tan mal ya no
 Both Sally Face and Sanitys Fall are created by Steve Gabry
 This is whatcha call trav'ling! Oh strut your stuff! Can't get enough, of her, love her
 One thrilling combination Every move that he makes

Struggling with Singular? Become a better singer in 30 days with these videos! Pássaros passaram só para cantar Soprando pra bem longe todo mal e o desamor E todo mal e o desamor (todo mal e o desamor) E peço ao universo em forma de prece (em forma de prece) Lágrimas de sangue Nóis não merece (nóis não merece) Somos um só, não
 Depapepe Album: [Single] Year: 2011 เป็นความบังเอิญในชีวิต หรือโชคชะตาที่คิด Bpen kwahm bungern nai cheewit reu chohk chadtah tee kit Was it a coincidence…
BIND THE SACRIFICE - SINGULAR ENTITYAvailable everywhere now!Follow us on:Facebook:  
The Godzilla Singular Point Original Soundtrack is the official soundtrack for the 2021 anime of the same name
 One Thrilling combination Ev'ry move that she makes
 Do I really have 
One singular sensation, every little step she takes One thrilling combination, every move that she makes One smile and suddenly nobody else will do You know you'll never be lonely with you-know-who One moment in her presence and you can forget the rest For the girl is second best to none, son Oooh! Sigh! Give her your attention Do I really have to mention
 Watch the Lyrics Video for "Singular" - the metal song from Sally Face
 No need for more than these
 Sal never killed anyone
 One smile and suddenly nobody else will do; You know you'll never be lonely with you know who

	 
	 

 
	
 
		 
	 
	 If you refer to its content, or words, then you refer to the song's lyrics
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	 Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary says: the words of a song ― often used in plural
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